
NANCY S. BROWN
SUPPLY LIST FOR PACIFIC COAST WALLHANGING

Fabric Scissors (Any sharp scissors with a pointed tip. I like the 5" 
embroidery scissors)
Paper Scissors
Freezer Paper (for templates and drawing patterns. I always have some if 
you don't)
Straight Pins
Pencil sharpener
Needles :no. 10 or 11 Sharps (I like the English Brands like Richard 
Hemming or John James)
Thread to match fabric (50 or 60 weight cotton, silk, polyester are all fine)
Marking pencils:
       For dark fabrics: Quilter’s Rule or Roxanne’s white or Silver Pencil
       For light fabrics: Blue chalk or Blue Washout or Silver Pencil

Fabric (Prewash all fabrics. Prints or solids- I like prints because I think they 
add a lot of texture to animal portraits)

Sanderling -the bird is about 5 x 7" so you will need small pieces of black, 
white, light grey, and a grey print for the wing.
Tide Pool Creatures- the creatures come in all colors and you can choose 
what you want where you want it. None are more than few inches so scraps 
of yellow/orange/red/purple for starfish/anemones/coral/urchins and grey or 
brown prints for snails/whelks/limpets. I will give you a kit of sheers and 
ribbons for the jellyfish (and if you have any bring them too!).
Backgrounds-The wallhanging is 8 1/2" wide but you will need at least 9" 
to allow for seam allowances. The sky is about 6" long (you will want 
something dark enough that your light colored bird will show up against it), 
the sand is about 3" long, the dark brown rocks are about 6" long (a dark 
brown that isn't too busy works well for the background of the tide pool 
because it shows off the creatures better) and about 7" of a darker blue for 
the ocean (you might want a little more of this color depending on what you 
animal you would like to design in the second part of the class--this will 
extend the length of the entire wallhanging).
Borders-1/4 yard for outer border, 1/8 yard for inner border--your choice of 
color. You do not need these for class and they can be chosen later.

Designing your own pattern
      In the second part of the class I will show you how to design your own 



applique pattern to extend your wallhanging by adding an  animal under the 
tide pool. For this part bring clear photos of whatever you are interested in 
(fish, turtles, seals. otters, seahorses, etc or even your dog or cat). A black 
and white photocopy (enlarged to about 8 x 10") will help you see the lights 
and darks. If you have tracing paper bring it (I will have some). 


